WORLD PLACES IN SONGS!

"Vienna Calling" by __
"God, I love the sweet taste of __" sings Aerosmith
Alphaville sang about being "Big In __"
The Beatles sang about this lane near John and Paul's homes
Eliza Doolittle sang about the rain in this country falling on the plain
USA for Africa sang "We are the __" in 1985
The group Toto blessed the rains on this continent
The Beach Boys sang the song "__" on the Cocktail soundtrack
The Clash sang "__ Calling"
"New York, London, Paris, __, everybody talk about pop muzik"
The Van Halen hit "__" is on their album 1984
The Sex Pistols sang about "__ In The UK"
"One Night In __" is from the musical Chess
The __ sang "Back in the U.S.S.R." on their White Album
"The __" was a song by the group When in Rome
It's "__, not Constantinople..."
Deep Purple's "Smoke On The Water" is about this Swiss city
In 1982, Charlene sang "I've been to __, but I've never been to me..."
These people love their children too, according to the Police
ABBA sang a song about facing their "__" like Napoleon
Led __'s "Kashmir" refers to the disputed territory
As Evita, Madonna sang "Don't Cry For Me __"
Men at Work were from this "Down Under" land
"Goodnight Saigon" and "Leningrad" are sung by __ __
Billy Ocean had a hit with "__ Queen"
Tears for Fears sang "__ Wants to Rule the World" in 1985
The Scorpions mention this place in Moscow in "Wind Of Change"
Rodgers and Hammerstein musical that is considered one of the best
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